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Interim verbal report to Project 8035 analyst, 10 October 1980. 

Target was the rovided telephonically. 

Geo coordinates wer 

Following is gist of the description provided: 

a. A column of fire going straight up. 
b. A desolate, but rolling area with the ground opening 

into a mound. 
c. Several large holes over a wide area, four or five. 
d. Slight border of green on the left. 
e. A metal domed shape like ~n old hangar, made of metal. 
f. Approximately four very heavy fork lift type vehicles 

working inside the hangar-type building. 
g. Looked like a big storage area for huge pipes 3'-4' in 

diameter. 
h, Feeling that what was being looked for was already gone. 

Directed=to go back in time and look for that which was being sought. 

a. A rocket vehicle of some sort, poised to take off, in 
the ground. 

b. Time of acquisition of target: approximately 12 days prior 
to 09 October 1980. 

Directed to return to the warehouse/hangar type building and presen~ 
time. 

a. Same large cylinders, feeling of maintenance. 
b. Move to 12 Oct 80 - large cylinder gone. 
c. 15 Oct - working on something smaller. 
d. 18 Oct - assembly of a front portion to the main portion. 
e. 18 Oct - feeling of final assembly. There are three 

section to the' 1111thing 11 

f. The front is the "carrier", the center i.s the power source, 
the tail is the fttel, having almost a "needle" nose cone, 
which later appeared more rounded, 

Directed to follow the device forward in time. 

a. Device rolled out of warehouse on several carriers to the 
field. (no appreciation for distance) 

b. No people going on it. 
c. Research, picture taking. 
d. Time to launch from the last day of future (18 Oct 80) 

+ 2 days for movement ( O/A 20 Oct 80) 
+ 2-3 days for launch (O/A 22 - 23 Oct 80) 

NOTE: Activity level was most intense during the period in which 
the three section were being assembled, circa 18 Oct 80. 
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